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Workshop Outcomes

Upon completion of this workshop, participants will be able to:

1. Interpret the Hallmarks of Quality and associate each of the MSCHE Standards of 
Accreditation and Requirements of Affiliation with these Hallmarks.

2.  Distinguish the data elements needed to meet the Hallmarks, the Requirements 
of Affiliation, and the Verification of Compliance elements related to online 
learning (specifically the credit hour requirement).

3.  Analyze their own institution's ability to meet these Hallmarks.

4.  Design a process by which their institutions can begin to collect the information 
necessary to meet the Hallmarks and associated MSCHE Standard and who should 
be involved in this process.

5.  Determine how the Hallmarks and Standards – with specific reference to online 
courses and programs – help to validate the mission and vision of the institutions.



Workshop Overview

8:30 – 12:00

Theory  and Evidence

• Overview of the day

• Review of Standards & 
Requirements

• Review of Guidelines

• Crosswalk

• Introduction to GAP Analysis

1:00 – 4:00

Management and Practice

• Framework for Management 
and Practice

• Data collection – GAP analysis

• Management SWOT

• Wrap-up and participant 
assignment



Polling Question 

Where are you in the accreditation cycle?

• Finishing out processes under old MSCHE Standards

• Working under new MSCHE Standards



Working definition
• Distance education means education that uses one or more of the technologies listed 

in paragraphs (1) through (4) to deliver instruction to students who are separated from 
the instructor and to support regular and substantive interaction between the students 
and the instructor, either synchronously or asynchronously. The technologies may 
include--

• (1) The internet;

• (2) One-way and two-way transmissions through open broadcast, closed circuit, cable, 
microwave, broadband lines, fiber optics, satellite, or wireless communications 
devices;

• (3) Audioconferencing; or

• (4) Video cassettes, DVDs, and CD-ROMs, if the cassettes, DVDs, or CD-ROMs are used 
in a course in conjunction with any of the technologies listed in paragraphs (1) through 
(3).

• Correspondence



Standards for Accreditation 
• I – Mission and Goals

• II – Ethics and Integrity

• III – Design and Delivery of the Student Experience

• IV – Support of the Student Experience

• V – Educational Effectiveness Assessment

• VI – Planning, Resources, and Institutional Improvement

• VII – Governance, Leadership, and Administration

• Requirements for Affiliation



Hallmarks of Quality
1. Online learning is appropriate to institution’s mission and purposes.

2. Integrated into regular planning and evaluation of the institution

3. Incorporated into the system of governance and academic oversight

4. Offerings coherent, cohesive, and comparable in 

academic rigor to traditional formats

5. Effectiveness is evaluated including achievement of 

goals and use of results to achieve goals

6.  Faculty appropriately qualified and supported

7.  Students provided effective support services

8.  Sufficient resources to support and, maybe, expand online.

9.  Integrity of online offerings assured.



Why Are These Important?

• Now in use by review teams

• Impacts regional accreditation

• Impacts federal compliance & funding

• More detailed and directive than before

• Need to show evidence now of how the institution is meeting 
(or planning) to meet the guidelines

• Need to provide new types of documentation

• Internally, need to work together in new and integrated ways



Crosswalk between Standards and Hallmarks

- Institutional mission/vision/values incorporate role of OL 

- M/V/V inform how OL created & supported

- OL learning programs incorporates institutional goals into student 
learning experiences (III)

- Recruitment/admissions/enrollment target appropriate students

- Adminstration/staff can articulate relationship of OL to 
mission/vision/values/goals of institution

Standard I:  Mission and Goals
HM 1:  OL is appropriate to institutional mission and goals



Standard II:  Ethics and Integrity
HM 9:  Assurance of integrity of OL
HM 2:  Publications provide “truth in advertising”

• OL addressed in academic integrity policies

• Academic integrity discussed during orientation activities

• Faculty trained in ways to combat online cheating 

• Faculty trained in how to foster academic integrity 



Standard III: Design and Delivery of Student Experience 
HM 4:  OL is coherent, cohesive, comparable
HM 1:  OL appropriate to mission/vision/purposes/goals

• OL incorporates methods to meet institutional goals for the student 
experience 

• Institution’s faculty role in OL defined and clear

• Curricula adhere to best practices in the field

• Coherent sequencing within program and courses: accessible syllabi, 
descriptions; assignments (course maps)

• Cohesive scheduling facilitates degree completion

• Goals/course objectives comparable to traditional (if appropriate)

• Faculty/student, student/student engagement facilitated



Standard III: Design and Delivery of Student Experience (con’t)
HM 6:  Faculty are qualified and supported
HM 8:  Sufficient resources to support OL

• OL faculty appropriately selected, trained, evaluated

• OL faculty proficient in use of LMS/CMS

• OL faculty periodically trained in course delivery and faculty 
engagement practices

• Multi-year budget to assure appropriate levels of staffing and faculty 
and staff development 

• Multi-year planning for technology to achieve goals for OL and 
infrastructure for delivery of OL student learning activities



Standard III: Design and Delivery of Student Experience (con’t)
Standard IV:  Support of the Student Experience
HM 7:  OL Students and Academic Services and Support

• OL learning orientation programs for students

• Adequate OL student services available

• 24/7 support or otherwise adequate support

• Adequate OL resources – library; equipment; student success; course 
registration; career services; student coaching; software access

• Clear admissions, advising, mentoring activities for OL students

• Transfer policies transparent and similar to F2F students

• Comparable access to all necessary information and support



Standard V: Educational Effectiveness Assessment
HM 5:  Periodic assessment of OL program effectiveness and

student learning outcomes

• Assessment comparable to onsite courses/programs

• Assessment activities reflect best practices

• Continuous improvement cycle demonstrated for OL programs and courses

• Evaluation of effectiveness of academic and support services

• Uses technology to support assessment

• Examples of student work evident to support effectivess of outcome 
attainment (work artifacts)

• Evaluation of admission/retention goals for OL programs 

• HM3: OL courses and program evaluated on periodic basis

• HM3: Rigor of offerings and quality of instruction demonstrated



Standard VI: Resources and Planning
HM 8:  Sufficient resources to support OL offerings
HM2:  Plans for development, sustaining and (expanding) integrated 
in regular planning and evaluation processes

• Multi-year budgets for OL:  resources; marketing; faculty and staff 
hiring; professional development; technology; OL library resources

• Multi-year technology plan

• Planning goals for programs/students for OL programs explicitly 
stated

• OL linked to planning and budgeting process



Standard VII: Governance, Leadership, Administration
HM 3: OL incorporated in systems of government and 
academic oversight

• OL faculty role designated

• Course/program approvals follow regular institutional processes

• Shared ownership and development of OL programs

• Adminstration and leadership can articulate OL learning goals and 
activities

• Faculty share in mission/vision of institution

• Governance oversees OL learning program planning and development

• Track record of needs analysis and program support for OL evident

• Periodic evaluation of courses/programs undertaken 



Group Work - Brainstorming the Hallmarks

• Small group work – each table has been assigned a Hallmark 
(look for colored index card on your table)
• Designate a note taker & reporter

• For your assigned Hallmark …
• What evidence is needed to show that you are meeting that hallmark?

• What do you already do?

• What don’t you already do?

• What questions do you need to ask about this Hallmark, in the context 
of your institution?

• Each group reports their top five items

• Submit notes to Chris and Barbara – compiled notes will be 
emailed to all attendees



Gap Analysis

• Formal study and comparison of an 
organization’s actual performance against a 
particular set of optimal standards or 
guidelines

• Purpose
• Identify the gap between the existing state and 

the desired state

• Serves as the foundation of a plan for the future

• Critical step in reflective analysis and 
continuous improvement process

Current
State

Desired
State



Gap Analysis Process

1. Identify the CRITERIA

• Interregional DE Hallmarks

• MSCHE Standards

• Program accreditation standards

• Internal standards

• Other quality standards

Align all criteria
Maximize efforts, data, reporting



Gap Analysis Process

2. CURRENT State

• What is the current state?

• Where are we now?

• Take note of current areas of excellence

• What current processes and outcomes support the hallmarks?
• What documentation is available to show that the current processes and 

outcomes support the hallmark?  

• What additional documentation might need to be developed?

Current
State
???



Gap Analysis Process

3. DESIRED State

• What is the desired state?

• Where do we want to be?  Where should we be?

• Consider institutional context – What’s feasible?
• Maturity and extent of DE programming
• Institutional culture, policies, practices, opportunities, constraints, and 

resources

• What are the desired processes and outcomes for the hallmark?

• What documentation would be needed for the desired processes and 
outcomes?

Desired
State
???



Gap Analysis Process

4. Identify the GAP

• What’s the difference between the current and desired 
processes and outcomes?

• How can the gap be measured, described, and documented?

5. Close the GAP

• What’s the gap between the current and desired state?

• What actions are needed to fill the gap and achieve the 
desired state?

• What resources are needed to fill the gap?

• What’s the timeline for filling the gap?



Gap Analysis and Planning Tool

Current Activities New/Additional Activities

Policies & practices 
that address the 

hallmark

Supporting 
evidence & 
documents

Strategies & 
activities that will

fill the gap

Timeline, roles, 
resources needed 

to fill the gap

Hallmark 1

Hallmark 2

Hallmark 3

Hallmark 4

Hallmark 5

Hallmark 6

Hallmark 7

Hallmark 8

Hallmark 9



Example Gap Analysis – Hallmark 1
Current Activities New/Additional Activities

Policies & practices 
that address the 

hallmark

Supporting 
evidence & 
documents

Strategies & 
activities that will

fill the gap

Timeline, roles, 
resources needed 

to fill the gap

Mission 
statement 
explains the 
role of online 
learning

Institutional mission 
statement states: 
“online programs to 
serve working adults” 

Institutional mission 
statement on the 
university website

No need for future 
activities – this gap is 
filled

Planning 
documents
are explicit 
about any 
goals to 
increase 
numbers of 
online 
programs and 
enrollments

Institutional plan for 
DE states: “The online 
MBA program and 
online certificates will 
grow in the next 5 
years”

Institutional DE plan;
College of Business 
strategic plan

Need statement of 
specific growth goals 
for each program in 
the next 5 years (e.g. 
10% overall, 2%/yr for 
next 5 yrs)

Summer 2017:
Investigate capacity, 
resources, possible 
growth goals.  

Partners: Dean 
College of Business, 
Business Program 
Chairs, VP Enrollment 
Management



Maximize Gap Analysis Quality

• Goal: robust, comprehensive, and integrated set of answers

• Counter the possibility for silos of knowledge and information 

• Include the wide variety of individuals and units involved in 
supporting online learning



AFTERNOON SESSION



DATA
ASSESSMENT



Data and Evidence

• What types of data and evidence can be useful?
• Quantitative and qualitative
• Data, process, policies

• Consider and align with other quality standards 
and criteria
• Program accreditation standards
• Internal standards
• Other quality standards

• Quality Matters
• OLC Quality Scorecard
• UPCEA Hallmarks
• Open SUNY COTE Quality Review (OSCQR)
• Baldridge Quality Framework

Align all criteria to maximize 
efforts, data, record keeping, 

tracking, and reporting



Data and Evidence 

• Who has the data/evidence? 

• Who controls access to it?  How do you get access to it?

• Who has the skills to compile and analyze data/evidence?

• Is it relevant and does it align with the Hallmarks?



Group Work - Brainstorming Data & Evidence

• Small group work
• Designate a note taker & reporter

• Share the relevant data/evidence at your institution
• Especially the less obvious examples

• Share your data/evidence challenges

• Each group reports their top five items

• Submit notes to Chris and Barbara – compiled notes will be 
emailed to all attendees



Management Process  

• Who needs to be at the table?

• What is the data and evidence?

• Where will you track and store the data and evidence?

• When will you conduct the work?

• How will you ensure the process is inclusive, useful, and sustainable.



Management Process SWOT Analysis 



Group Work – Management Process SWOT

• Small group work
• Designate a note taker & reporter

• Share the strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats of managing this 
process at your institution

• Each group report one S-W-O-T

• Submit notes to Chris and Barbara – compiled 
notes will be emailed to all attendees

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS



Wrap Up

• Your key takeaways

• Your unresolved questions or concerns

• Turn in group notes from brainstorming sessions

• Complete and submit your follow-up post card
• Your first 3 steps in the next 30 days?

• Who will you work with?

• What’s your biggest gap?

• Name and mailing address!


